Smart Mobility
We all thought about flying cars or supersonic tubes, but we have never really done
anything to make them become real. I guess we were too small to think about them, to think
about all the factors that influence the floating car, but now I prepared some time to think about
it.
Mobility is a verry important thing because we use it every day, every hour and some of
us even in every minute. We all wish we can teleport, but… being realistic we can’t do that yet.
Although thinking of mobility makes me imagine a teleporter, there are some ways that mobility
can easily be improved. For example think of an auto pilot mode, but attached to a car. Honestly
speaking, I don’t think it’s hard to build it, we already did it with planes, how hard can it be ?

The future
In the future, I expect to see more security at
everything. If this “flying car” will exist, we will have to think
about how secure is it because no one will ever want to get in a
dangerous car.
Another thing that I wish to be changed are trains. I
never felt secure or comfortable in a train, there was always a
little spider in the corner of the compartment, a stain of oil on
the bench or an old man sitting next to me…
The trams could also be improved by being cleaned or making them go faster.
Another way of transporting is by boat. In my opinion is the best way because you can see
the fish, you can feel the splash of the water and you cand smell the sea. I guess that the boat could
only be improved by making them faster and energy clean…
The last vehicle I’ll talk about is the plane. It’s a verry cool way of traveling because we are
not used to see the clouds from such a short distance. For some of us it’s scary, but I love it. Even if I
love it, it’s a pretty big risk because It isn’t verry safe and they are not environmental friendly. Planes
could be improved by switching them to auto pilot and to solar energy.

The nature
Another way of mobility that we don’t really talk about Is walking. If you really care about the
nature and you love it, you can ride a bike or walk. I’m not sure if the future is going to progress doing
what they’re doing right now. I mean fancy cars, safe planes or other stuff. We need to progress at the
subject named ”Protecting the Nature”.
The kids are the future so please don’t make it worse then it is already, otherwise we will die.

Thank you

